Tens of thousands of students __ school each day because of bullies

The internet has led to a new form of bullying: __-bullying

Victims may lose __ or feel ill as a result of the stress of bullies

Parents, teachers, students & the community must __ against bullying

Both bullies and victims may suffer from __ health issues

The number of bullying incidents is highest in __ school, grades 6-8

Social bullying: spreading __, or embarrassing or excluding others

Most bullying occurs at __, when teachers aren't around or ignore it

Access to computers, smartphones and __ networks breed bullying

Depression, anxiety and family/social __ are associated with bullying

It takes __ to seek help, but there are many resources available

___ can help by spending time with kids to build self-esteem

Adults at bus stops and student events can help __ bullying

Schools work to promote a culture of tolerance, acceptance and __

Tragically, bullied students may see __ as the only way out; it's not.

The effects of __ can remain with a person for the rest of their life

Bullying and harassment are often factors in students __-out

__ bullying: hitting, kicking, punching, spitting, pushing, stealing items

Schools work to develop anti-bullying __ rules and handbooks

Some bullies learn their behavior at home, as victims of __ or parents

Bullying occurs when there is a perceived __ in physical/social status

Fight bullying with positive social interactions and __ activities

Teachers, staff and parents must __ when they witness bullying

Bullying can lead to tragic school __ and other violence

Bully-victims are both bullies and victims, depending on the __

Bullying isn't just a school phenomenon; it can also happen in the __

Bullying often takes place because the school or home __ permits it

Verbal bullying includes teasing, name-calling, taunting or __
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